
Tabletop roleplaying games
• In roleplaying games, a player takes on the role of a character in the game’s 

fictional world

• The player’s actions in the game are the character’s actions

• Computer RPGs: World of Warcraft, Diablo, Dragon Age: Origins

• Before CPRGs game pen-and-paper or tabletop roleplaying games (TTRPGs)

• Several players sit around a table

1. Each player describes the actions of his or her character

2. One player, the gamemaster, determines and describes the results of those actions

3. The other players describe how their characters react

4. Rinse, repeat

• Mix of collaborative storytelling, improv acting, and cooperative strategy gaming



Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) is the most famous and popular TTRPG

– First published in 1973

– Soon to release 5th edition

– Many spinoffs, imitators,

similar systems (Pathfinder RPG)

– Overall makes up bulk of 

TTRPG market

 Face to face social interaction:

key aspect of game experience

 “Human-human interaction”



Roleplaying games at IUPUI
• IUPUI Gamer’s Guild (https://www.iupui.edu/~gguild/) is a 

student organization devoted to all sorts of gaming (video 

games, card games, board games, RPGs)

• The Gamer’s Guild organizes TTRPG gaming groups

• Players are mostly students

• We selected two gaming groups:

– Group 1, run by Said

– Group 2, run by another member of the Gamer’s Guild

• We interviewed players from Group 1, 

gamemaster (GM) from Group 2



Scenarios

Sequence model. Roleplaying games are complex processes.



Scenarios
Scenario 1: Character creation

• Before you can play, you have to make a character

• D&D is governed by a complex set of rules and game mechanics

• These rules and mechanics are described in rulebooks

• Each character and their abilities are 

described by several pages of numbers 

and game terms, details and notes and 

background information, called a 

character sheet

• During character creation, players refer 

to information provided by the 

GM/DM, as well as to the rulebooks, 

and fill out a premade character sheet



Scenarios
Scenario 2: Running a combat

If the player characters get into combat — if they have to fend off some 

monsters or battle a villain — the DM has a lot of work to do:

1. Describe the scene

2. Set up (draw) the combat map

– DM must refer to campaign notes, adventure module, other references

3. Place all participating PCs and enemies on map

4. Determine initiative order (DM and players roll dice)

5. Wait for players to determine combat actions (dice-rolling)

6. Move characters around on map

7. Determine results of combat actions (more dice-rolling)
– DM must refer to rulebooks, players’ character sheets, monster and NPC

statblocks, campaign/adventure notes

8. Rinse, repeat

A simple combat map



 

Lots of data
• This is a very information-heavy activity

• Data in several logical formats…

– Graphical, structured (maps)

– Graphical, unstructured (illustrations)

– Textual/numerical, structured (character sheets, reference tables, 

number-based rules)

– Textual, unstructured (descriptive text, other rules)

• And several physical formats…

– Rulebooks, physical

– Rulebooks, PDF

– Online references

– Notes on computer

– Handwritten notes

– Character sheets

– Printouts

– Maps/diagrams on whiteboard Artifact model



Setting for inquiry
• The groups we interviewed played in classrooms in 

the IT building (1st floor)

• Key aspects of the setting were tables on which game 

materials were laid out, a large, visible-to-everyone 

display (projector), and the DM’s laptop

• (This is essentially equivalent to a living room in 

someone’s house, with a coffee table and a large TV)

 We observed and interviewed two groups (several 

players from group run by Said, and GM of another 

group)

Physical model



Referencing
rulebooks

As players get more experienced, 

the amount of things they need to 

reference decreases and the 

game gets more intricate

Players and DM have to 

regularly reference rulebooks 

for game rules

Character creation:

- is shortened by experience

- also shortened by having a 

build in mind

Experienced players know 

(out of character) many 

details about monsters

“experience can make char 

creation complicated, but not 

take long”

To reference details of 

spells/rules, players often ask 

each other (often this is: ask 

more experienced players)

DM looks to experienced 

players as rules reference, 

rather than accessing books 

(physical books are not 

available, though SRD is 

available via internet access)

Calculators - if used 

have to be specific

Constant reference to books

Challenges: Not finding a 

quick reference

Players would like to look up 

by all parameters - character, 

skills, cost

Challenges: not being able to 

publish custom classes or 

characteristics

Appeal of the
game

Appeal / draw of the game — 

sense of freedom along with the 

thrill from randomness

Another part of the appeal of the 

game is imagination / escape from 

reality

PCs create plans for what their 

characters will do (autonomy? 

to what degree?)

Boring when campaigns are 

predictable or players don’t 

portray characters well 

Draw of D&D: open-endedness

Players take pride in character 

skills

Players enjoy not visualizing the 

campaign artificially because of 

the thrill of imagination

Players prefer role-playing 

because of the mental stimulation 

and escape from reality  - 

suggesting flow

Challenges: being able to stay in 

character

Access to
resources

All the roles have and most times, 

need access to all the data and 

artifacts except for the adventure 

document(s) 

Player’s artifacts: Dice, Player 

hand book, character sheets, 

pens, spell sheets - list of spells, 

description and number of times 

they could be used, notes

Game Master’s artifacts: 

Picture, map, Battle mat/ 

board, dice, dungeon master 

guide, divider/separator, 

markers/pens, random 

encounter tables, notes

DM uses Obsidian Portal for 

campaign notes

https://www.obsidianportal.com/

DM uses RPTools

http://rptools.net/

Players use physical dice 

to make their rolls

What aspects of player
action takes up time /
should take up time

Action selection involves 

conversation among players and 

DM, is time consuming but is the 

essence of the game

Computing action resolution is 

time consuming and involves the 

players waiting passively

Discussion of action options 

takes a while

Players seemed engaged while 

discussing action options

Players divert into assorted 

conversations while DM resolves 

actions

Each round of combat takes 5-

10 minutes, most of which is 

action resolution, as well as 

determining rules that cover the 

players’ actions

How is combat
visualized?

DM has to construct combat map 

on the spot

DM uses map to both track state 

and convey state

DM sets the positions of the 

characters on the map either 

autonomously or by taking players’ 

inputs depending on the type and 

phase of campaign 

DM creates a map with MapTool 

(part of RPTools) and uses a 

projector to show it on a projector 

screen

DM draws map on whiteboard 

by hand

DM describes the map and its 

contents verbally to the players

DM shows effects of actions, 

like spells, using the map

Labeling on the minis on the grid 

reveals information to the 

players (levels of enemies, etc.)

DM keeps track of monster state 

(hit points) on combat map

DM uses preconstructed 

characters provided by Paizo; 

uses same screen as map, so 

players see it — and metagame

“There’s lots of metagaming in 

this game” — a player

DM is the only one controlling 

input to the map display; to 

dictate their positioning, players 

give verbal directions to DM; 

there is verbal discussions 

between players in the course of 

deciding positioning (out of 

character)

Setting up a combat map takes a 

while; the DM has to draw the 

map, select minis for each 

participant, and set positioning

DM draws map on whiteboard 

by hand

Tracking of information
specific within a

session

DM keeps track of init rolls, 

monster states, opponents, NPCs 

(almost entirely manually)

Players have relatively little to 

keep track of in combat

DM keeps init rolls on tablet, 

manually entering them after the 

players roll physical dice for 

them

DM keeps init rolls on whiteboard

DM uses impromptu text tool 

(Windows Notepad) to keep track 

of monster state

DM keeps track of monster state 

(hit points) on combat map

MapTool allows DM to track 

monster state

DM keeps track of status of 

opponents manually; making 

action resolution slower than 

action selection

Combat Manager app for 

Windows is on tablet

NPC codex in web page also 

on table; DM switches 

between these contexts

Not much activity on paper -- 

very few changes to character 

sheets except on every level

One player has char sheet on 

Obsidian Portal. (Most fields are 

manual, but some are calculated; 

details of abilities and feats are 

entered manually)

Tracking of information
that persists between

sessions

DM keeps short-term state of 

campaign world in his head

Players also keep parts / 

aspects of short-term campaign / 

adventure state in their heads

Players have a lot more to keep 

track of for characters long-term
DM tracks and conveys long-term 

campaign / adventure information 

in campaign documents

DM tracks (from memory, it 

seems?) what the PCs were 

doing last session(s)

DM knows facts about the 

campaign world (keeps in his 

head), and doesn’t have to 

reference anything to check 

(campaign world is custom 

made); players often ask the DM 

for clarification/exposition

Players also partially remember 

what happened in previous 

session (distributed knowledge)

Player keeps track of campaign-

specific stuff in notebook (graph 

paper)

Player keeps track of clues, e.g. 

in an investigation adventure

Each player keeps notes about 

stuff that affects their characters, 

but no campaign-wide notes

Each player keeps notes about 

stuff that affects their characters, 

but no campaign-wide notes

Characters might also have 

spells, companions, 

objects/artifacts

DM sometimes provides 

campaign document

This is a long-term campaign 

(over a year duration) with the 

same players / characters

Overland maps (quest maps) are 

kept on Obsidian Portal

Affinity diagram



Emerging themes
• Rulebooks are referenced constantly; searching in a printed book, or keyword searching in an 

online reference, are inadequate means of access, and cause frequent slowdowns

• There is a lot of game-state info to keep track of between game sessions; most of this 

responsibility falls on the DM

• In combat, the DM must keep simultaneous track of many different pieces of information, and 

uses a variety of (often improvised) tools to do so, which is a chore and causes slowdowns

• Both the players and the DM need regular and frequent access to information artifacts (though 

the DM has more things to reference)

• Players like using physical artifacts: dice, character sheets

• Players are most engaged and active when discussing with each other what to do; when the 

DM is looking things up, players get distracted and bored

• Constructing and updating the combat map is time-consuming
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Sequence model



Requirements

• Goals

– Minimize paper work

– Reduce time to refer to materials and calculate

– Facilitate customization

 Functional requirements

– Knowledge of the game mechanics

– Let the DM design, load, store, retrieve and reveal campaign 

material

– Let the DM and players customize classes and settings

– Save session data



Requirements

Usability

– Effectiveness: searchable campaign documents and sourcebooks

– Efficiency: minimize time required to resolve actions and create character 

sheets

– Learnability: players can easily switch between physical and digital materials

– Utility: app should have basic map drawing and presentation tools

User Experience

– Satisfying: the application should not leave a sense of inflexibility in the users

– Supporting creativity: gamemaster should be able to create new campaigns 

and experiment with maps and game mechanics; players should be able to 

create customized characters and spells



Design Ideas



• Players can import graphics 

• DM can create, edit and reveal maps by layers

• Players can create customized classes and share templates

• All users can change settings to view stat blocks by default

• All users can open more than one resource for cross-

reference

Key Features



Vision



Run game

Purpose: To keep track of, share, and 
manage all game-relevant information 
during session

Functions
• Open/view reference material
• View/configure/adjust/share map/display
• Track init and stats of entities
• Share links to references and materials
with players

Track combat participants

Purpose: At-a-glance track list of all combat participants

Functions
• Add participant to init order (from map or directly)
• View list of all monsters/PCs on map
• Add unmapped combat participant to map
• Set/change init for any participant
• View reference, sheet/statblock, artwork, or any other
resource associated with any participant
• Select participants to select them on map

Links
> View/edit resources associated with each participant

Objects
– The combat participants on the list

Create map

Purpose: Set up a combat or exploration map

Functions
• Import map elements
• View element library
• Drawing tools
• Manage layers
• Set up fog-of-war
• Define elements and element groups

Links
> Configure/present map

Objects
– Map layers
– Map elements (bitmap images; vector
elements)

Configure/present map

Purpose: Configure map with some objects, 
present to players, and manipulate it to reflect 
changes

Functions
• Place, move, edit, remove game game objects
• Adjust visibility of defined elements, element
groups, or layers
• Adjust fog-of-war and lighting
• Track (at a glance) and modify monster state
• Create and adjust effects
• Present map on external display
• Push map to players
• View mini library
• View object library

Links
> Edit map
> Rules reference for a game object or effect

Objects
– Map layers
– Elements and element groups
– Game objects

Organize game materials

Purpose: Add to, organize, and share play 
materials (references and other artifacts)

Functions
• Add (import) materials
• Organize materials into groups/folders
• Set permissions/visibility for materials or groups
(folders)

Links
> View reference materials/documents
> Edit document

Objects
– Documents
– Folders/groups

Create/edit character sheet or statblock 
template

Purpose: Create template for use in creating 
char sheets/statblocks

Functions
• Tools for constructing monster statblocks /
character sheets
• Define structure of data
• Define relationships between numbers
• Create a "simplified" or "summary" view on a
char sheet or statblock
• Add links/bookmarks
• View reference materials
• Back to desktop

Links
> View reference material

Objects
– Content of document
– Document structure

Create/edit campaign document

Purpose: Put together document 
detailing campaign info

Functions
• Add/import documents
• Add/import graphics
• Create/edit notes
• Add hyperlinks/bookmarks
between/to reference material

Links
> View references

Edit mini/object library

Purpose: Manage library of game objects for 
use on map

Functions
• Add/import image for use as object
• Attach one or more statblocks to mini
• Attach links to rules references or other
resources to mini

Links
> Edit character sheet / statblock associated
with mini
> View reference material for mini

Objects
– Minis and objects

View reference material

Purpose: View rules reference, adventure 
module, or campaign document

Functions
• View material
• Add bookmarks to view
• Save custom view on material

Links
> Edit document (if custom, such as
campaign doc)
> Share bookmark with other players

Manage session state data

Purpose: Save, restore, and 
update session state

Functions
• Save map & character states
• Resume map & character state
• Update notes

Links
> List of sessions
Objects
– Game sessions

Create/edit character or monster 
statblock

Purpose: Create and edit a character or 
monster

Functions
• View sourcebooks, campaign doc, and
online content
• Create character sheet or statblock
from template
• Add/delete sections
• Create/edit notes
• Import graphics

Links
> Online resources
> Local sourcebooks and materials

Create campaign

Purpose: Create a new campaign.

Functions
• Create campaign document
• Create maps
• Set up mini library
• Create character sheet / statblock
templates

Links
> Online resources and campaign
content



Artifact Model



Scenarios redux

• Albert, 27

• Graduate
student

• DM

• Camilla, 19

• Undergraduate

• Player

• Character creation: Camilla

accepts invite, refers to

material, creates character, rolls

dice, fills sheets, discusses with

players, chooses mini and

publishes character.

• Combat Scene: Albert inquires

players about actions, refers to

material, rolls dice, resolves

action, makes changes to map

and character sheets.



Interactive Prototype

http://acheron.dyndns.org/~obormot/h561/prototype1/

• Made with Axure RP



User Feedback

• Desktop metaphor is instantly 
comprehensible

• Presenter mode is a great idea

• Initiative tracker very useful

• Summary view of character sheets 
will be very useful

• Linking maps with each other very 
good for immersion



User Feedback

• Sharing notes with other players 

• Direction and orientation of 

minis should be displayed

• Players should be able to add to 

reference

• Spell list should also be 

shareable

• The access of character sheets 

should be customizable to the 

level of sections and alignment

• Floating windows

• DM should be able to give access 

to notes to specific players

• Terrain and objects should be 

displayed

• Spell list should also be 

shareable



Future Enhancements

• Shareable spell lists and notes

• Orientation of minis

• Visualize terrain

• Players share references
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